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Superlattice Turing Structures in a Photosensitive Reaction-Diffusion System
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Families of complex superlattice structures, consisting of combinations of basic hexagonal or
patterns, are found in a photosensitive reaction-diffusion system. The structures are induced by
illumination patterns whose wavelengths are appropriately related to that of the system’s in
Turing pattern. Computer simulations agree with the structures and their stability. The technique
a general approach to generating superlattices for use in information storage and other applic
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polyvinyl alcohol �PVA� � 10 g=l. A striped labyrin-
thine pattern developed and became stationary within
10 h. Then, illumination for 5 min with uniform light

with square masks withR � 2:1, 3.2, and 4.3, while
with R � 5:3 a mixture of stripes and spots appea
and then evolved into a labyrinthine pattern. The squ
Superlattices are highly symmetric, sometimes st
ingly intricate, structures composed of two or mo
simple component patterns (planforms), such as h
gons or squares, with appropriately related waveleng
They are found in bacterial cell surface layers [1], h
been proposed as a basis for the organization of cel
membranes [2], and, combined with supramolecular
sembly, offer the prospect of improved functionality
miniature device construction [3]. They were origina
studied in solid state physics [4] and are generated in t
frequency forced Faraday experiments [5]. Turing p
terns, the stationary reaction-diffusion structures thou
to play a role in morphogenesis [6,7], typically consist
a single fundamental hexagonal or striped planform, b
recent experiment [8] gave evidence for the ‘‘black ey
[9], a simple hexagonal superlattice Turing pattern, in
chlorine dioxide-iodine-malonic acid (CDIMA) reactio
We report here a method that generates families of
creasingly complex hexagon- and square-based Tu
superlattices in the CDIMA reaction. Simulations of
realistic model system [10] are in excellent agreem
with both the structures and the stability of the obser
superlattices.

The study of pattern formation in nonequilibriu
reaction-diffusion systems began with the theoret
analysis of Turing structures. Until recently, howev
few regular symmetric patterns have been found in
periment. Here we demonstrate that superlattices, w
are symmetric patterns with long-range periodicity, c
be induced within the parameter region where only la
rinthine Turing patterns, lacking symmetry and lon
range order, arise spontaneously.

Details of the experimental procedure have been
scribed previously [11]. In brief, a continuously-fed, u
stirred, one-sided reactor with a 0.3 mm thick agarose
layer as the working medium was fed with the reage
of the CDIMA reaction with initial concentrationsI2 �
0:4 mM, malonic acid� 1:8 mM, ClO2 � 0:14 mM, and
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(70 mW=cm2 at the gel surface) from a quartz halog
lamp brought the system to a homogeneous steady s
After that, the intensity was changed to23:6 mW=cm2,
and a mask was placed between the light source and
reactor, with the image of the mask focused on the sur
of the working area. We used masks with hexagonal
square patterns of circular spots with the transmittanc
the masks determined by the sums of sinusoidal fu
tions. We varied the ratio (R) of the spatial period of th
illumination pattern to the average period of the origi
labyrinthine pattern in the range 0.8–6.0. Snapshots w
taken under an intensity of0:6 mW=cm2.

The illumination through the mask was maintain
for 30 min, based on preliminary experiments, wh
showed that patterns under illumination became stat
ary within this time. After the illumination was turne
off, some of the patterns evolved into superlattice Tur
structures. Figure 1 shows superlattices induced with
agonal masks withR � 2, 3, 4, and 5. The first superla
tice, the black-eye pattern, consists of black spots in
white circles. Black corresponds to a high concentra
of the triiodide-PVA complex. Other superlattices inclu
honeycomb structures containing continuous black li
and persisted for more than 10 h before slowly beginn
to deteriorate. All the superlattices preserved the p
tions and sizes of the unit cells of the original illumin
tion patterns. When we used rational values ofR, such
as 2.4 or 3.2, we generated patterns similar to th
obtained with the nearest integralR values, but thes
patterns gradually evolved into labyrinthine patter
Superlattice patterns were also obtained using illum
tion through inverted hexagonal masks, where the ce
of each spot is opaque and the area between spots is t
parent. Superlattice patterns formed with such ma
resemble the superlattice patterns obtained with the
responding original mask, though the latter patterns
play fewer defects.

Figure 2 shows examples of superlattices indu
2003 The American Physical Society 058302-1
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FIG. 2. Turing structures induced by illumination through
square masks. Arrangement and size of the frames is the
same as in Fig. 1.R � �a� 2:1, (b) 3.2, (c) 4.3, (d) 5.3.wmax �
�a� 0:02, (b)–(d) 0.06.

FIG. 1. Turing superlattices induced in the CDIMA reaction-
diffusion system by illumination through a hexagonal pattern
of transparent circles. The first column shows patterns at the
end of illumination, the second column displays patterns 1 h
later, and the third column contains Fourier spectra of the
patterns in the second column.R � �a� 2:0, (b) 3.0, (c) 4.0,
(d) 5.0. The frame size is5
 5 mm.
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superlattices contained significant defects and dete
rated further during the next several hours, leading ev
tually to labyrinthine patterns. WhenR was an intege
(e.g., 3.0 or 4.0) we obtained less symmetric patterns
those shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows patterns induced with hexagonal ma
(w) in the modified Lengyel-Epstein (LE) model [10,1
given by the equations

ut � a� u� 4uv=�1� u2� � w� �u; (1)

vt � 
fb�u� uv=�1� u2�� � w� d�ug; (2)

whereu andv are the dimensionless concentrations
[I�] and [ClO2

�], respectively;a, b, d, 
, and w are
dimensionless parameters.

The simulation results are in good qualitative agr
ment with the experiment shown in Fig. 1. Masks w
R � 2:1, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 induce superlattices, wh
remain stationary to the end of long runs (200–40
of real time). A simple hexagonal lattice is formed by
resonant triplet of vectors:k1 � k2 � k3 � 0, with equal
058302-2
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wave numbers [13]. Fourier spectra of superlattices s
that the patterns contain several such triplets, which
shifted in phase and have wave numbers close to
average wave number of the labyrinthine patte
Superlattices can be induced for a range of spatial per
of the illumination pattern; i.e.,R can deviate signifi-
cantly from an integer. The resulting superlattice p
serves the period of the mask. A superlattice indu
with R near an integerN displays concentration oscilla
tions along the principal translation axes in which o
spatial period containsN maxima. We designate such
pattern superlattice-N.

Most importantly, our simulations suggest that t
superlattice patterns are stable. To confirm the stab
established superlattices were subjected to global pe
bation by small amplitude natural labyrinthine patte
for times of the order of the time for development of t
superlattice. The perturbed patterns relaxed back to
original superlattices. We also studied competition
tween labyrinthine patterns and superlattices. We s
jected part of a rectangular area to illumination, wh
the remaining part was kept ‘‘dark.’’ Figure 4 shows
limited invasion of the labyrinthine pattern into th
superlattice region during the transition period af
switching off the illumination. This invasion results
058302-2
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FIG. 4. Coexistence of a superlattice Turing structure and a
labyrinthine pattern in the model. (a) The illumination pattern,
under which the superlattice structure and a labyrinthine
pattern develop simultaneously from random initial conditions.
(b) The patterns immediately after the illumination is
switched off. (c) The superlattice has developed together
with the boundary that separates it from the labyrinthine
pattern. (d) After a long time, the labyrinthine pattern has
evolved slightly, but there is no change in the superlattice or the
boundary.R � 4; frame size is384
 256 s:u:; time� �a� 0,
(b) 80, (c) 200, (d) 1000 time units.

FIG. 3. Stable hexagonal superlattice Turing structures in the
modified LE model. The first column displays the stationary
patterns; the second column shows their Fourier spectra.R �
�a� 2:1, (b) 3.0, (c) 4.0, (d) 5.0. In our simulationsa � 12, b �
0:2, d � 1, and 
 � 50. The frame size is128
 128 space
units (s.u.).
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formation of a narrow stripe-dot boundary between
two regions parallel to the original boundary [Fig. 4(c
After that, some rearrangement takes place in the la
rinthine portion of the system, but no further chang
occur in the superlattice pattern [Fig. 4(d)]. In the sim
lations, all hexagonal superlattices-N (2 � N � 5) and
square superlattice-3 are stable. There was no signifi
difference between simulations with zero flux and pe
odic boundary conditions.

Previous studies have shown that near the bounda
of the Turing domain simple hexagons are stable [13],
deeper inside this domain, hexagonal patterns bec
unstable to stripelike perturbations and are converte
stripe patterns. Still deeper within the Turing doma
058302-3
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t
e
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stripe patterns undergo the Eckhaus instability, resul
in labyrinthine patterns. The basic square pattern is g
erally unstable [13]. We were able to induce superlat
structures in the central region of the Turing doma
where the spectrum of Turing instability is quite wi
and the basic symmetric patterns are unstable. In
058302-3
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experiments, several superlattices persisted for long ti
but ultimately deteriorated into labyrinthine patter
Since the corresponding patterns in the model are sta
we suggest that instability in the experiments arises f
imperfections in the experimental system. We are c
rently working to determine which deviations of t
experiment from the model may be sources of instabi

Superlattice patterns have been observed previous
nonequilibrium reaction-diffusion [8,10], hydrodynam
[5], magnetohydrodynamic [14], and optical [15] system
In most cases, they are generated by external ti
periodic forcing. In autonomous systems, they eme
spontaneously, due to a relevant instability. Here
have shown that superlattices can be generated by a
spatially periodic, forcing in a system where they can
emerge spontaneously and that the patterns thus ind
are stable in computer simulations. This approach sh
be applicable to the generation of superlattice pattern
other physical and physicochemical systems such as
linear optical systems, where they can, in principle,
used for information storage.
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